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1Abstract
In this paper, we propose an e±cient individually adapted sequential Bayesian
approach for constructing conjoint choice experiments. It uses Bayesian updating,
a Bayesian analysis and a Bayesian design criterion for generating choice-set-designs
for each individual respondent based on previous answers of that particular respon-
dent. The proposed design approach is compared with two non-adaptive design
approaches (the average customization design proposed by Arora and Huber 2001
and the nearly orthogonal design constructed with Sawtooth software) under various
degree of response error and respondent heterogeneity. The simulation study shows
that the individually adapted sequential Bayesian approach leads to designs which
are robust not only to respondent heterogeneity but also to response error. It turns
out that the proposed method outperforms the benchmark methods in all scenar-
ios that we have looked at. In particular, for conditions with high response error
(the responses from a respondent can hardly provide proper information about the
individual-level parameter and is therefore very challenging for individually adapted
choice designs), our approach leads to substantially improvement not only in the
precision of the parameter estimates but also in the predictive accuracy when the re-
spondent heterogeneity is large. The new method therefore overcomes the limitation
of the recently proposed adaptive polyhedral choice-based question design approach
by Toubia et al. (2004), whose method performs well only when the response error
is low. Furthermore, our study provides compelling evidence that adapting each re-
spondent's choice sets based on the previous responses of that particular respondent
in a Bayesian framework enables one to capture more information for the individual-
level parameters and therefore also on the population-level parameters. It is shown
that it is substantially better to employ the adaptive approach when the response
heterogeneity is high.
Keyword: adaptive Bayesian design, conjoint choice experiments, respondent het-
erogeneity, response error.
21 Introduction
In marketing, conjoint choice experiments have frequently been carried out to assess con-
sumer preferences for a certain product or service. In such an experiment, each respondent
is requested to indicate his or her preferred product or service from each choice set pre-
sented to him or her. The data from such experiments are often analyzed by a random
e®ects model which takes into account the heterogeneity in consumer preference by assum-
ing that the partworths follow a distribution across consumers. In many situations, one
is interested not only in the population-level preferences, but also in the individual-level
preferences (Allenby and Rossi 1999; Arora et al. 1998; Arora and Huber 2001; Lenk et
al. 1996; Revelt and Train 2000; Toubia et al. 2004; Train 2003). So far, Hierarchical
Bayes modeling has been popular for estimating individual-level partworths. Individual
preferences is obtained by combing the population-level distribution of the partworths and
the information in each individual's choice data.
However, taking into account respondent preference heterogeneity poses a great chal-
lenge on the data collection because the data have to be good enough to capture the
respondents' true behavioural variability in choice making (Hensher and Greene 2003).
This implies that constructing an e±cient design which ensures the data quality is very
important. S¶ andor and Wedel (2002) and Yu et al. (2008a) show that the choice designs
which take into account respondent heterogeneity do improve the precision of population-
level parameter estimates and prediction.
In pioneering work on optimal design for choice experiments, the main focus has been
on constructing one design that is assigned to all respondents (e.g. Burgess and Street
2003; Huber and Zwerina 1996; Kessels et al. 2006; S¶ andor and Wedel 2001, 2002; Ver-
meulen et al. 2008; Yu et al. 2008a, 2008b). The advantage of using di®erent designs over
the single design in terms of e±ciency of parameter estimates has been demonstrated by
S¶ andor and Wedel (2005), who constructed a full design which contains a limited set of
di®erent subdesigns that are o®ered to di®erent respondents. These subdesigns are con-
structed in a non-adaptive way. That is, the choice sets are designed in advance and not
based on the respondents' answers.
In the more general case, the choice designs for all respondents are di®erent. For ev-
ery respondent, each choice set in the experiment is constructed sequentially based on his
or her previous responses. One of the challenges for the individually adapted sequential
choice-set-design method is that the quality of the choice sets is in°uenced by the response
errors in the previous responses (Hauser and Toubia 2005). Recently proposed adaptive
methods by Toubia et al. (2003) and Toubia et al. (2004) tend to perform better than the
non-adaptive benchmark methods when the response error is low, while they do not per-
form well when the response error is high. This implies that it is appealing to develop an
3individually adapted choice-set-design method which works well for low and high response
error and is therefore robust to response error.
In this paper, we propose an individually adapted sequential Bayesian (IASB) ap-
proach for constructing choice designs. The main idea is to use the Bayesian update of
the prior information and a Bayesian criterion for constructing the choice sets. More
speci¯cally, for every respondent, each choice set in the design is constructed using the
Bayesian D-criterion with the prior information given by the posterior distribution based
on all responses to previous choice sets by that respondent. This provides an e±cient
way to update the prior information that distinguishes the respondents. Compared to the
non-adaptive Bayesian design approaches which construct designs in advance using a ¯xed
prior (e.g. Huber and Zwerina 1996; S¶ andor and Wedel 2001; Arora and Huber 2001), the
proposed adaptive approach allows one to update the prior repeatedly during the survey.
This dynamic prior enables us to maximally utilize the available information from each
respondent to construct the subsequent choice sets.
As opposed to Chaudhuri and Mykland (1993) who investigated only asymptotic prop-
erties, we consider small sample sizes and we generate choice sets for each respondent on
the basis of his or her own prior responses, not on the responses of other respondents. Be-
cause each respondent ends up with a di®erent single design with the prespeci¯ed number
of choice sets, the cognitive burden is the same as when he or she receives a homogeneous
design to evaluate. As the IASB design is tailor made for each respondent, it captures
the individual-level preference better.
In the next section, we present the model used to capture respondent heterogeneity in
discrete choice studies. In Section 3, we describe the construction of IASB designs. In
Section 4, we evaluate our proposed approach for di®erent response errors and respondent
heterogeneity levels. Section 5 contains a summary of the main ¯ndings.
2 Model Speci¯cation in Discrete Choice Study
Suppose that a respondent has answered S choice sets with J alternatives per choice set.
Let YS
n = (yn1;yn2:::;ynS) denote the sequence of responses of respondent n to these S
choice sets, and XS
n denote all alternatives in all choice sets that have been assigned to

















with pns(ynsj¯n) the choice probability of respondent n in choice set s, xnynss characterizes
the alternative chosen by respondent n in choice set s, xnjs characterizes alternative j in
choice set s for respondent n, and ¯n is a p-dimensional coe±cient vector containing the
e®ects of di®erent attribute levels on the utility for respondent n. Since ¯n is unknown,
the probability of sequential choices of respondent n not conditional on ¯n is the integral
of P(YS
njXS




















The model de¯ned above is called the panel mixed logit model. A special case of this model
is the cross-sectional mixed logit model investigated in the marketing literature by S¶ andor
and Wedel (2002) and Yu et al. (2008). This model assumes that the choice probabilities
for a single respondent are independent across choice sets. Under this assumption, the










The model in (4) is called the cross-sectional mixed logit model. Comparing expressions
(3) and (4), we see that the panel mixed logit model which takes into account the within
respondent correlation across repeated choice observations is more realistic since the ob-
servations from any particular respondent tend to have the same underlying behavior.
In this paper, we consider the panel mixed logit model. The corresponding likelihood



















where YN contains the responses for N respondents and XN is the full design matrix which
contains the subdesigns for N respondents.
We use a Hierarchical Bayes approach to estimate the panel mixed logit model. The
5advantage of this approach is that it can provide the estimates for individual-level param-
eters by combining the information from each individual's choice data and the distribution
of population preferences.
3 Constructing Individually Adapted Sequential Bayesian
Designs (IASB)
As mentioned in the introduction, S¶ andor and Wedel (2002) construct e±cient locally D
optimal designs for the cross-sectional mixed logit model. Yu et al. (2008a) extend their
locally optimal design procedure to obtain Bayesian optimal designs using an e±cient
algorithm. Both studies take into account the respondent heterogeneity in the design con-
struction by using a design criterion based on the Fisher information matrix derived from
the cross-sectional mixed logit model. However, constructing designs for cross-sectional
mixed logit models is not an easy task since the Fisher information matrix involves many
numerical integrations over the distribution of the random model coe±cients. Unfortu-
nately, the construction of the choice designs for panel mixed logit model is far more
complex than the cross-sectional mixed logit model because the Fisher information matrix
for the former cannot be determined independently of the responses. This signi¯cantly
adds to the complexity of the design process.
The individually adapted sequential Bayesian (IASB) approach introduced in this sec-
tion provides an alternative solution to construct choice designs which take into account
respondent heterogeneity. Compared to the mixed logit design approach, the IASB ap-
proach is much easier to implement. The idea is to generate each respondent's choice sets
in a Bayesian framework based on the previous responses given by that respondent. At the
end of the survey, each respondent ends up with a di®erent design that is tailored to the
parameters for that respondent. If there are N respondents, then the full design actually
consists of N subdesigns, where each subdesign is tailor made for each participant. As a
result, the individual heterogeneity is taken into account in the full design. This is di®erent
from the design approaches used by Arora and Huber (2001), Burgess and Street (2003),
Huber and Zwerina(1996), Kessels et al. (2006), S¶ andor and Wedel (2001), Vermeulen et
al. (2008), whose full designs consist of N homogeneous designs. The homogeneous design
is constructed in a way which is optimal for the average respondent. Such a design is re-
ferred to as aggregate customization design. To better understand the design construction,
we ¯rst review how to generate the choice designs in general.
The Bayesian design criterion that we used is based on the Generalized Fisher Infor-
mation matrix (see Yu et al. 2008b for a detailed explanation), which is obtained by
taking the negative expectation of the second derivative of the log-posterior density of the
model parameters, IGFIM (¯;X) = ¡E[@2logh(¯jY;X)=(@¯@¯0)], with h(¯jY;X), the
6posterior distribution corresponding to a design X and responses Y. A one-dimensional
measure of the e±ciency of design X is the D-error(¯;X) = det[IGFIM (¯;X)]
¡1=p with
p the dimension of the parameter of vector ¯. The expectation of the D-error over
the prior distribution of the parameter values, ¼(¯), is denoted by the DB-error(X) =
R
det[IGFIM (¯;X)]
¡1=p ¼(¯)d¯. The design which minimizes the DB-error(X) is consid-
ered as the best design. A critical issue in constructing e±cient designs is to ¯nd out the
best source for determining the prior information before constructing the design. In our
approach, we update the prior information repeatedly using Bayesian methods.
The proposed design procedure consists of two stages: an initial static stage followed
by a fully adaptive sequential stage. Let g0(¯n) be the initial prior which is available be-
fore conducting the experiment for respondent n. This prior will be used to conduct the
Bayesian analysis once the responses of respondent n from the static stage are observed.
Note that we do not assume that di®erent initial priors for the di®erent participants are
available. In practice, it is possible to get some idea about the population parameters using
either historical data or pilot studies. It is not common to let the same participants be
involved in both the pilot study and the ongoing survey as they will get tired. Therefore,
individual-level information is usually not available in the initial stage. In our study, we use
a common initial prior for all respondents re°ecting the prior information on the popula-
tion heterogeneity. The disadvantage of using this prior is that for respondents whose true
parameters are far from the population mean, this common prior will provide misleading
information on the individual-level parameters. This is particularly true when the respon-
dent heterogeneity is high. Fortunately, the adaptive sequential approach enables one to
update the initial prior repeatedly during the sequential design process. The results from
the simulation study show that this approach works quite well in a broad range of scenarios.
In the static stage, we choose s1 choice sets randomly for each respondent. Suppose
that the responses of respondent n,Ys1
n , corresponding to the s1 initial choice sets, Xs1
n ,
are observed after the initial experiment is carried out. The posterior distribution based
on Xs1
n , Ys1















We consider this posterior distribution h(¯njYs1
n ;Xs1
n ) as the prior for constructing the (s1+
1)th choice set, xs1+1
n . The choice set xs1+1
n is chosen such that the DB-error(Xs1
n ;xs1+1
n )
is minimized. To compute the DB-error(Xs1
n ;xs1+1
n ), we have to take a large number of
draws from the updated prior distribution, h(¯njYs1
n ;Xs1
n ). Unfortunately, taking draws
from h(¯njYs1
n ;Xs1
n ) is usually intractable since h(¯njYs1
n ;Xs1
n ) has no closed form. One
solution is to use a discrete approximation to h(¯njYs1
n ;Xs1
n ), such as importance sampling
discussed by Bedrick et al. (1997), Monahan and Genz (1997), Rossi et al. (2005), Train
7(2003). In this paper, we employ this discrete approximation approach too. The method
can be described as follows.
1. Compute the mode, ¯¤
n, and the Hessian matrix, H, of h(¯njYs1
n ;Xs1
n ) distribution.
2. Take R draws denoted as ¯r
n from the importance density, which is the multivariate
student t with ¯¤
n, -H¡1 and v as the parameters, where v is the degree of freedom.
3. Compute the corresponding weight W r for each ¯r
n. Suppose that h¤(¯njYs1
n ;Xs1
n )
is the density kernel of h(¯njYs1
n ;Xs1
n ) and f(¯n) is the kernel of the importance
density, the weight W r for rth draw, ¯r



































We consider the xs1+1
n which minimizes the DB-error(Xs1
n ;xs1+1
n ) as the ¯nal design for
the (s1 + 1)th choice set. This choice set is then assigned to respondent n and the (s1 +
1)th observation is obtained. We then update the prior information based on all s1 + 1
observations and construct the (s1+2)th choice set for that respondent. All further choice
sets are generated similarly until a prespeci¯ed number S is reached. As such, every
respondent ends up with a di®erent design that is tailored to the parameters for that
respondent. It is expected that the individually adapted sequential Bayesian approach
enables us to obtain more information on the individual-level parameters than existing
non-adaptive procedures.
4 Simulation study
In this section, we investigate the performance of the IASB approach in terms of estima-
tion accuracy and prediction capability. We investigate di®erent levels of response error
because this strongly a®ects the results of conjoint choice studies. With high response
errors, the responses from a respondent can hardly provide proper information about the
individual-level parameter and is therefore very challenging for individually adapted choice
designs.
To study whether the IASB approach for constructing choice-based designs is robust
to response error, we adopt the simulation structure proposed by Arora and Huber (2001)
for hierarchical Bayes estimation and also utilized by Toubia et al. (2004) in the context of
8choice experiments. They varied both the response accuracy and consumer heterogeneity
by selecting a low and a high level. We consider designs with three attributes, each at
three levels. Following Arora and Huber (2001) and Toubia et al. (2004), we choose the
partworths for the population mean corresponding to each attribute evenly spaced between
[-a a] with a = 0:5 in case of low response accuracy and a = 3 in case of high response
accuracy. Note that larger magnitudes of a lead to higher response accuracy because the
variance of the Gumbel distribution is inversely proportional to the squared magnitude of
the partworths (Ben-Akia and Lerman 1985). Arora and Huber (2001) and Toubia et al.
(2004) model respondent heterogeneity by assuming that the individual-level parameters
vary according to a multivariate normal distribution with mean ¹ and covariance matrix
¾2
¯Ip. Note that we call ¾¯ the heterogeneity parameter and assume it is constant across
all attribute levels. The way we de¯ne the degree of heterogeneity is the same as in Arora
and Huber (2001) and Toubia et al. (2004). In case of high respondent heterogeneity, the
value of ¾¯ is given by ¾2
¯=a = 3, and in case of low respondent heterogeneity, the value of
¾¯ is given by ¾2
¯=a = 0:5. We will write the population mean as ¹ = a£(-1 0 -1 0 -1 0).
More speci¯cally, when the population mean is ¹=0.5£(-1 0 -1 0 -1 0)=(-0.5 0 -0.5 0 -0.5
0), the corresponding ¾2
¯ equals 0.25 to express low heterogeneity and 1.5 to express high
heterogeneity. When ¹=(-3 0 -3 0 -3 0), the corresponding ¾2
¯ equals to 1.5 for low and 9
for high heterogeneity in the population.
Arora and Huber (2001) proposed aggregate customization as an approach to improve
individual-level estimates using a hierarchical Bayes choice model. The idea is to use prior
estimates to build a common design customized for the average respondent. They com-
pared the performance of the customized design to that of an orthogonal design in terms of
the accuracy of the individual-level parameter estimates and prediction capabilities using
the simulation structure described above.
Toubia et al. (2004) proposed a polyhedral method for constructing choice-based ques-
tion design. They compared their approach to an orthogonal design, a random design and
the customized design proposed by Arora and Huber (2001) using the same simulation
structure as Arora and Huber (2001). They found that their method is quite sensitive to
the response error. It performs well only in case of the high response accuracy (e. g., for
large values of a). However, when the response error is high, the negative e®ects from the
high response error dominate the bene¯ts from the individual adaptation, and the polyhe-
dral question design does not work well.
To be consistent with the prior studies on adaptive choice designs, we also consider
the customized design proposed by Arora and Huber (2001) and the orthogonal design as
benchmarks. In the simulation study, we assume that the total number of choice sets that
a respondent has to evaluate is S = 16, with three alternatives per choice set. The ¯rst
9¯ve choice sets form the initial static stage, the following eleven choice sets are constructed
sequentially. We construct a nearly orthogonal design using the Sawtooth software, be-
cause such a design is commonly used by researchers who do not have access to advanced
methodology for computing optimal designs for conjoint choice studies. As in Arora and
Huber (2001) and Toubia et al. (2004), we assume that pretest data are available. Based
on these pretest data, prior information on the population mean and variance can be ob-
tained. We use this information as the input for constructing the customized design as
Arora and Huber (2001) and Toubia et al. (2004) did. We assume that the number of
respondents who participate in the experiment is 250. For each approach, a Hierarchical
Bayes model is estimated by using MCMC which combines the Gibbs sampler with the
Metropolis-Hastings method.
We consider two criteria to assess the precision of the parameter estimates for each ap-
proach. Both criteria are based on the root mean square error (RMSE¯) of the estimated
parameters of an individual. The RMSE¯ assesses how far the estimated individual-level
parameters are from the true parameters and has also been used in the studies of Arora
and Huber (2001) and Toubia et al. (2004). To quantify the extent to which the IASB
approach performs better than the two benchmark approaches in terms of the accuracy
of the parameter estimates, we compute the percentage decrease in RMSE by using the
IASB approach over each of the benchmark approaches for each respondent. We aver-
age these percentage values over all respondents in the study. These averaged values are
given in Table 1. The row labeled IASB=ORG shows the averaged percentage decrease in
RMSE¯ by using the IASB approach instead of the nearly orthogonal design approach.
Similarly, the row labeled IASB=CUM presents us how much better the IASB approach
is compared to the customized approach. In addition, Table 1 also presents the percentage
of the respondents for whom the design method yields the lowest RMSE¯.
We also use two criteria to measure the prediction capability. The hit rate is de¯ned
as the percentage of times that an approach correctly predicts the most-preferred alter-
native. To compute the hit rate, we use the complete choice design proposed by Kessels
et al. (2006) as the holdout design. This design consists of all possible choice sets. For
the design problem that we considered, three attributes with three levels per attribute and
three alternatives per choice set, the complete choice design consists of 2925 choice sets. In
addition, we are interested in the percentage decrease in the root mean square prediction
error (RMSEp) by using one design method over another. The row labeled IASB=ORG
in Table 2 indicates the improvement in predictive accuracy using the IASB approach
instead of the nearly orthogonal approach, while the row labeled IASB=CUM has similar
interpretation but compared with the customized design.
Several conclusions can be drawn from Table 1 and Table 2 in terms of both parame-
10Table 1: Robustness of each design method to response accuracy and the heterogeneity in
terms of estimation
Various Scenarios
Response accuracy Low (0.5) Low (0.5) High (3.0) High(3.0)
Heterogeneity (¾2) Low (0.25) High (1.5) Low (1.5) High (9.0)
Decrease in RMSE
IASB=ORG 3.7% 13.6% 21.1% 33.4%
IASB=CUM 0.1% 18.7% 11.9% 31.6%
Percentage Best
Orthogonal 30.8% 28.7% 17.5% 10.4%
Customized 33.7% 19.6% 33.3% 12.1%
Sequential 35.5% 51.7% 49.2% 77.5%
Table 2: Robustness of each design method to response accuracy and the heterogeneity in
terms of prediction
Various Scenarios
Response accuracy) Low (0.5) Low (0.5) High (3.0) High(3.0)
Heterogeneity (¾2) Low (0.25) High (1.5) Low (1.5) High (9.0)
Decrease in Prediction
IASB=ORG 5.87% 16.8% 32.1% 48.5%
Error IASB=CUM 0.94% 25.3% 20.6% 55.3%
Hit rate
Orthogonal 76.9% 82.5% 89.2% 86.9%
Customized 77.2% 79.5% 91.2% 84.5%
Sequential 78.1% 86.0% 93.1% 93.8%
ter estimation and prediction. First of all, for all scenarios and all evaluation criteria we
looked at, the IASB design approach outperforms the customized design and the orthog-
onal design approaches. In particular, for scenarios where the response accuracy is high,
our proposed approach performs substantially better than the non-adaptive benchmark
approaches. Table 1 shows us that, compared to the nearly orthogonal design and the
customized design approaches, the IASB design approach leads to a decrease in RMSE
of 21.1% up to 33.4% and 11.9% up to 31.6%, respectively. Table 2 indicates that the
decrease in prediction error is also remarkable, with the decreases of 32.1% up to 48.5%
and 20.6% up to 55.3%, respectively. This excellent performance is not unexpected since
under these scenarios, the design of the subsequent choice sets in the adaptive sequential
approach is based on more accurate information from previous responses.
Secondly, for any given level of response accuracy, the advantage of using the IASB
approach over the two non-adaptive approaches increases with the consumer heterogene-
ity. Furthermore, for scenarios with high respondent heterogeneity (Column 4 and 6),
the IASB approach yields a substantial improvement in e±ciency over the benchmark
approaches not only in terms of the parameter estimates but also in terms of the predic-
tive accuracy. This implies that the proposed approach enables us to better capture the
di®erences in individual preferences and obtain more information on the individual-level
11parameter estimates
The evaluation under the scenarios where the response accuracy is low (a = 0:5) are
especially interesting as these are the scenarios where you can hardly get a reliable answer
to the choice set presented to an individual respondent. Toubia et al. (2004) proposed
a polyhedral method for updating the choice-set design sequentially for each individual.
They found that these scenarios do not favor the individual-level adaptation. The response
errors counteract the potential gains in choice-set selection due to individual-level adapta-
tion. Surprisingly, the simulation results in Table 1 and Table 2 clearly demonstrate that
even with the low response accuracy, the IASB approach still outperforms the other two
approaches. In particular, we found that as long as the consumer heterogeneity is high
(¾2=a = 3), the advantage of the IASB approach is remarkable irrespective of the response
error. This indicates that our proposed approach is more appealing in constructing adap-
tive choice design than the method proposed by Toubia et al. (2004), who found that with
low response accuracy and high heterogeneity, the disadvantages of high response error
appear to o®set the need for individually adapted sequential design.
Finally, the comparison between the nearly orthogonal design and the customized design
appears to be consistent with Arora and Huber (2001), who concluded that the customized
design performs better than the orthogonal design approach when the magnitude of the
population mean is high and the heterogeneity is low.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an individually adapted sequential Bayesian design approach for
constructing conjoint choice experiments. We compare the proposed approach with two
non-adaptive benchmark design approaches (the average customization design proposed
by Arora and Huber 2001 and the nearly orthogonal design constructed with Sawtooth
software) under various degrees of response error and respondent heterogeneity. In the
simulation study, we pay special attention to the scenarios where the response error is
high as the quality of the choice-set-design is in°uenced by response errors in previous
responses. The simulation study shows that the proposed IASB approach leads to designs
which are robust not only to respondent heterogeneity but also to response error. It turns
out that the IASB design by far outperforms the benchmark designs in all the scenarios
that we have looked at. In particular, with low response accuracy and high heterogeneity,
the IASB approach leads to substantially improvement not only in the precision of the
parameter estimates but also in the predictive accuracy. This overcomes the limitations
of the recently proposed adaptive polyhedral choice-based question design approach by
Toubia et al. (2004), whose method only performs well when the response error is low.
They concluded that in case of low response accuracy and high heterogeneity, the impre-
12cise answers appear to o®set the need for individually adapted designs. Furthermore, our
study provides very strong evidence that generating each respondent's choice sets based
on previous answers of that particular respondent in a Bayesian framework enables us to
capture more information on the individual-level parameter estimates than the benchmark
approaches. In case the response heterogeneity is high, the gains in precision in both pa-
rameter estimates and prediction are remarkably large.
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